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A lil’ somethin’ for everyone...
● Library Leaders
● Managers
● Teammates
● Library Software Executive
● Technology entrepreneur
● Remote worker since 2014
Who am I?
2007: Moved to Silicon Valley
2010: Joined Ex Libris
2012: Received grant from Gates Foundation
2014: Joined EBSCO
2018: Researching future of work in libraries
2019: Became inaugural EIR at BU Libraries
Career Path
Why talent?
Why develop a talent strategy?
● Talent pipeline shrinking
● Delayed retirements
● Economy (recession)
● Competition from commercial vendors
● Scrutiny on campus
Context and Timeline
● Jan 2018: AUL 1/3 vacancy
● Jul 2018: BU hires University Librarian Dr. K. Matthew Dames
● Oct 2018: Hires first executive assistant
● Dec 2018: AUL 2/3 announces retirement
● Apr 2019: Creates Entrepreneur in Residence role
● Jun 2019: Replaces AUL 2/3
● Jul 2019: Receives Mellon Grant for Talent Innovation
● Aug 2019: Creates AUL, Data and Operations role
● Jan 2020: Kickoff In-house Leadership Development Program
● Mar 2020: ER&L Talk
As a leader....
Building a talent program as a library leader
● Strategic alignment
● Culture > Policy > Technology
● Top-down vs. Bottom-up
● Diversity as Excellence: Business Case
As a manager...
Building a Talent Program as a manager
● Job Postings/Position Descriptions
● Interview processes
● Expertise vs. Credentials
● Onboarding/offboarding processes
● “Next Steps” Conversations
As a teammate...
Born in Montreal, Canada. Now a US 
citizen living near Boston.
Many things to many people: colleague, 
mom, data point, sister, client...
Who am I?
2006: Completed MLIS degree in Canada
2006: Digital Services Librarian (public library in California)
2009: Joined EBSCO’s Cust. Sat. → Discovery Solutions
2012: Research Data Specialist (Higher Ed. Research Institute)
2016: Joined Digital Scholarship Services at BU Libraries
Career Path
● Digital Scholarship Services
○ Manage the IR (digital collections), 
ETDs, Student Workers
● BU Libraries inaugural In-House 
Leadership Development Program 
(IHLDP) Fellow
What am I doing at BU? (~3.5 years)
● Dan Benedetti
● Eleni Castro
● Helen Lee
● Nicole McCaffrey
● Michael Ward
Developed by: K. Matthew Dames (PI) & Tony Zanders
Supported by: Mellon Foundation, Jasmine Blais and Alexis Gomez 
Inaugural IHLDP Cohort & Team 
● 9 months w/ in-person 1 full day/month
● Topics spanning libraries & leadership
○ readings in-between
● Guest speakers from BU and beyond
● Format varies: talk, workshop, discussion
● Seat at the table with the executive team
What’s It Like Being In IHLDP? (N=5)
● Gain new insight about academia + libraries
● Gain new skills, tools, and techniques for leading
○ Confidence-building
○ Executive-level Communication + Negotiation
○ Network-building
○ Marketing (self + team) as an asset for the organization
● Expanding leadership definition + lift everyone up in the Libraries
What Do We Want Out of IHLDP? (N=5)
Overall Career Thoughts: What have I learned?
● Rumble with your self-narrative (e.g. “Not good enough”)
● Prioritize Professional Development and “Job crafting”
● Collaborate and Network (external & internal)
● Pivot: Look for opportunities in different sectors 
● Alignment of values and goals with the institution’s
● Industry tip #4008: Empower, Advocate & Negotiate
In closing
Challenges and open questions
● Culture-shifting
● Communication
● Personalization
● Using data
Cited & Suggested Readings 
● “Good to Great” by Jim Collins
● “The work you do, the person you are” by Toni Morrison, New Yorker
● “The Job : Work and Its Future in a Time of Radical Change” by Ellen Ruppell 
Shell
● “Dare to Lead” by Brené Brown
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